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Introduetion

Chen DJ, Yano [5, 6J have recently studied infinitesimal variations of
submanifolds of Riemannian and Kaehlerian manifolds. Let pn (C) (n G 2)
he a complex projective space of dimension nand en+l be the space of
(n+1) -tuples of complex numbers (Z1' •.•• Zn-l-V aAdput
n+1

8 2,.+1= {(.f:l, ... ,Zn+1) EO'+! : El %;1 2= I} .
j=1

For a positive number r we denote by Mo' (2n, r) a hypersurface of an
odd-dimensional sphere S2n+1 defined by
n

E Izj l2=r I zn+11 2,
j=1

n+1

E Izj 12=1.

1=1

be the natural projection of 8 2nH onto pn (C). Then Mo (2n -1, r)
=1& (Mo' (2n, r»
is a connected complete real hypersurface of pn (C) with two
constant principal curvatures. We call Mo (2n -1, r) a geodesic hypersphere
of pn (C), [4J.
Recently, Takagi [4J has proved:
Let

1&

THEOREM A If M is a connected complete real hypersurface in a complex
projective space pn(C) (n~2) with two constant principal curvatures, then M
is a geodesic hypersphere.

The main purpose of the present paper is to study hypersurfaces in a
complex projective space concerning with the variations of the structure
tensors ind.~eed QA theh~r.{ace.
In § 1, we state some preliminaries of an almost contact metric structure
induced on a hypersurface of ambient Kaehlerian manifold.
In § 2, we consider infinitesimal variations of a hypersurface of a complex
projective space, and obtain some formulas concerning with variations of
structure tensors of the almost contact metric structure induced on the
hypersurface.
In § 3, we consider a hypersurface in a complex projective space concer·
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ning with the variations of the structure tensors induced on the hypersurface, and prove the main theorem by using Theorem A.

1. Preliminaries
Let M2m+2(n>1) be a real (2n+2) -dimensional Kaehlerian manifold
covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U: x h} and F/' be its
almost complex structure tensor and Kji its almost Hermitian metric tensor,
where here and in the sequel the indices h, i,j, ... run over the range {I',
2', ..., (2n+2)'}. Then we have
(1. 1)

(1. 2)

F/Fth= -o/"

F/F/gts=gji,

p'jFhi=O,

where P'j denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to
the Christoffel symbols Fjt formed with gji.
Let M2/Hi be a (2n+ 1) -dimensional orientable Riemannian manifold
covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {V: ya} and gcb be its
fundamental metric tensor, where here and in the sequel the indices a, b, c,
... run over the range {l, 2, ..., (2n + 1)}. We assume that M2n+2 by the
immersion i: M2,,+L.?M2,,+2 and identify i(M2"+1) with M2,,+1 itself. We
represent the immersion by
(1.3)
and put
(1. 4)

Then Bbh are 2n+ 1 linearly independent vectors of M2,,+2 tangent to M2"tl.
Since the immersion i is isometric, we have
(1. 5)

We represent the, unit normal to M2,,+1 by Ch, we then have
(1. 6)

and
(1.7)

Now the transform FikBbi of Bbi by Ft can be written as
(1. 8)

FllBbi haBah+fbCh,

where b a is a tensor field of type of (1,1) and fo a I-form of M2n+1 and
the transform FtCi of Ci by Ft, being orthogonal to Ch, can be written as
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(1. 9)

FfCi=-jaB},

where fa ibgba is a vector field of M2J1+1, gba being contravariant components of gChApplying F to the both sides of (1. 8), (1. 9), respectively, and using
(1.1), (1.2), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9), we have

(1.10)

f

ibe.t,a= -o"a+fliP,
l,al'=O,

f"e.fe=o,

Id' = 1,

1f/llg'd--gCb-/~/".

Equations (1.10) show that the set (iba, gcb. Ib) defines the so-called
almost contact metric structure on M2n+l. We denote by Fcba the Christoffel
symbols fonned with gcb. Then it is well known that Fjt and Fcba are related by
Fcba= (OcBbk+ r j /'Bcbji) Bha,
where Bcii=B/Bbi and Bha = Bbigihgba ,

(1. 11)

We define the van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant derivative of Bbh
along M2n+l by

(1.12)
and that of Ch by
(1.13)

f7cCh=ocCh+Fj/'BiCi,

Then equations of Gauss can be written as
(I, 14)

f7 eBbh=hcl/;h,

where hcb is the second fundamental tensor of
ten as

M2n+l

and those of Weingar·

(1.15)
where hca=hcbgba.
Differentiating (1.8) and (1.9) covariantly along
unt of (1. 2), (1.14) and (1.15), we have
(1,16)

f7cfba=-hcbfa+hcafb,

M2n+l

and taking acco-

f7cfb=-h cl'lb"

If we put fcb !/g,b, then we easily see that
(1,17)

fcb=-fbc'

Equations of the Gauss and Codazzi are respectively given by

(1,18)
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and
(1.19)

KijtBkjidcIJC,,=[7dhcIJ-[7chJln

Kdcba and K iji" being curvature tensors of [M2n+l and M2n+2 respectively,
where Bkjiadcb"=BiBiBbiB,,a, BkjidcIJ=B!BiBbi and C"=Cigi ,,.
Now we suppose that the ambient Kaehlerian manifold M2n+2 is a complex
projective space. Then its curvature tensor has components of the form
(1.20)

Kkjt=O!/'gji-Ojhgki+FltKji-F/'Fu-2FkjF/',

where Fji=F/gti [2J.
Substituting (1. 20) into (1. 17) and (1. 18), equations of the Gauss and
Codazzi reduces respectively to
(1. 21)

Kdcba=O~gcb-O/gdb+f~fcb-faofca-2fdcfba+kdahcb-hrJohca,

and
(1. 22)

f1dhcIJ-f1ckdb fafcb-fcfaIJ-2ibfdc-

If the almost contact metric structure (iba, gcln ib) satisfies
(1. 23)

f1 cib-f1IJfc=2afcb (a=non-zero function),

then the structure is said to be a-contact.
Differentiating (1. 23) covariantly, and using (1.16) and the Bianchi
identity, we have
(1. 24)

Thus we can easily see that
a=constant

(1. 25)

because of (1. 10).
Substituting (1. 16) into (1. 23), we have
(1. 26)
f/h ea+h/fea=2afca.
Transvecting (1. 26) with Pfab and using (1. 10), we find
(1.27)

hceJe==hfe>

where we have put h=hcofc p.
Differentiating (1. 27) covariantly, we get
(1. 28)
(f1bhce) f e+hce f1bfe= (f1bh)fc+ hf1bfc,
from which, taking the skew-symmetric part and using (1. 22),
(1.29)

h ce f1of e=

~

h(f1bfc- f1cfb) + ibc+

~

{(P',;k)fc- (P'ch)ib}.
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Substituting (1. 29) into (1. 28), we obtain
(1.30)

(V"hee)f e=

~ h(VlIfe+P'efo) -flle+ ~ {(Veh)fb+ (Vbk)fe}.

If we substitute (1. 30) into (1. 28) and take account of
(1.31)

O. 23),

we find

(V"h)fe- (Veh)fb + 2ahfbe = -2fbe-2h/hbafea,

from which, transvecting fe,
(1.32)

Veh=rfe,

where r= (P'"h)fb, which shows that
(1. 33)

(P'br) fe- (Tler)fb+ 2a rfbe=0.

Applying fbe to (1.33) and using (1.10), we have 2arfoefbc=O. Since

!be has the maximal rank and a is non-zero function, we find r=O. Thus
it follows from (1. 32) that
h = constant.

(1. 34)

2. Infinitesimal variations of hypersurfaces of a complex projective
space

We now consider an infinitesimal variation of the hypersurface
given by

M2n+l

in

M2n+2

(2.1)

eh being a vector field of
tesimal. We then have
~~

M2n+2

defined along

M2n+l,

where e is an infini-

~=~+~~~

where Ebh( =ab-fh) are 2n+ 1 linearly independent vectors tangent to the varied
hypersurface at the varied point (.i h).
We displace vectors Ebk parallelly form the varied point (.i h ) to the original point (xh) and obtain

l1bk= B,k+ Fjt(a:+ee)ejBie,
or
(2.3)
neglecting the terms of order lrigher than one with respect to e, where
(2. 4)

(V~k) =o~k+rjtBbjei.

In the sequel we always neglect terms of order higher than one with
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respect to
Putting

E.

(2.5)
we have
(2.6)

If we put
~"=~aBa"+).C",

(2. 7)

~a and ). being respectively a vector field and a scalar function on
we have

(2. 8)

M2n+l,

P-~1a=(p-b~a-A.hba)Ba"+(VbA+hbe~e)c".

We denote by C" the unit normal to the varied hypersurface. We displace
C" parallelly from the point (x") to (x") and obtain
(2. 9)

ch=ch+rjf(x+~E)~jCis.

We put
(2.10)

Then aC", being orthogonal to Ch, is of the form
(2. 11)

aCh=7fBah,

being a vector field on
have

Tt

(2.12)

M2n+l.

Thus from (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) we

C"=C"- rji"~jCis+1fBahs.

Now applying the operator a to BbjCigji=O and using (2.6), (2.11) and
ogji=O, we find
(V~j)Cigji+Bbi7fBigji=O,

from which, using (2.8),
(2.13)

where 1Jb=7{gcbThus (2. 11) can be written as
(2.14)

oC"= - (va).+hba~b)Ba"s,

where p-a=gabVIJ and (2.12) as
(2.15)

C4 =Ch- rjf~jCis-(VaA+hba~b)Btl'e.
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From (1.5), (1.8), (1.9) and (1. 16) we can prove that [4J

(2.16)

iJha= [L/ba+A (ft/k/z-k,/f/z) + h(P'aA) - (p'bA)fa]e,
iJfb=[Lfb- Akbefe-hep'eA]e,

I

iJfa=[Lfa+ (p'eA) fe a+ ),feheaJe,

1

iJgcb=[Lgcb-2Akcb]e,

•

L being the operator of Lie derivation with respect to

t;a.

When the tangent space at a point (xA) of the original hypersurface and
that the corresponding point (x!) of the varied hypersurface are parallel, we
say that the variation is Parallel. If !;a=O, that is, if the variation vector t;k
is normal to the hypersurface, then we say that the variation is normal [5].
Thus, under the acting of an infin.itesimal parallel and normal variation
x!=xk+),C"e (A=constant) , (2.16) becomes
iJfba=),(fbekea-hbe!ea)e,

(2.17)

I
I

010= -Ak! os,
o!a=Ahfae,

ogcb= -2),hcbe.

On the other hand, transvecting (1. 23) with fac and using (1.10) and
(1. 23), we have
(2.18)

hcb+hedf/!bd=2agcb- (h-2a)!cfbo

Transvecting this with gcb and making use of (1. 10), we obtain
(2.19)

k/=2na+h,

where h/=hedged•
From the last equation of (2. 17), we have
(2. 20)
ogcb= (2), hcb) e.
Moreover, it is well known that the variaton of the second fundamental
tensor is given by [5J
(2.21)
Okcb=[Lhcb+P'cP'bA+),(KkjikCkBjicbCk - hcehbe) Je.

If the ambient manifold is a complex projective space, then (2. 21) reduces
to
(2.22)
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with the aid of (1. 8), (1. 9) and (1.20).
Substituting (2.20) into (2.17) and using (1. 26), we find·
(2.23)

Ofcb= - (2afcb)e.

Applying the operator 0 to (1. 27) and (2. 19) respectively, and taking
account of (2. 17), (2. 20) and (2. 22), we have
(2.24)

oh=:;(h2+4)e,
{ oh/= A. (hedh ed + 2n+ 4) s.

If we apply the operator 0 to (2. 19) and use (2. 24), we obtain
(2.25)

A

oa= 2n (kc~cb-h2+2n)s.

3. Infinitesimal variations of a-eontact hypersurfaees of a complex

projeetive space
We consider parallel and normal variations of hypersurfaces of a complex
projective space.
Now, applying the operator 0 to (1. 26) and substituing (2.17), (2.22)
and (2.25), we have
(3.1)

2hcdhbefde+ ; (hctltcb-h2-4na2)fcb=0,

from which, transvecting fab and using (2. 18),
(3.2)
k/kbe-2ahcb-Agcb+ (A-k 2+2ah)fcfb=0,
where we have put A=in(hcbhCb-k2-4na2).
Differentiating (3. 2) covariantly, we have
(f7dh/) hbe + hcef7dhbe = 2af7dhcb + (17dA )gcb - (l7dA)fc fb
- (A -h2+2ak) {(Vdfc)fb+fc(l7dfb)},

from which, transvecting with fb and using (1. 16) and (1. 30),
(3.3)
(2A+2ah-h2)f7df c+ (k 2+2)f7cfd+ (4a-2h-Ah)fdc

+ hhdakceftU=O,

or, taking symmetric parts,
(3.4)

(A+ah+1)(Vbfc+f7cfb) =0.

If we suppose that A+ak+l does not vanish, then we have
(3.5)

f7b/c+Vc!b=O,

Substituting (3. 5) into (1. 26) and using (1. 26), we have
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(3.6)
Transvecting (3.6) with

h and taking account of (1.10), we find
4

(3.7)

Substituting (3. 7) into (1. 22) , we have
idfcb-fddb- 2fbidc=0.

It contradicts the fact that fcb has the maximal rank. Therefore, it follows
that A+ah+I=O. Consequently (3.2) reduces to
h/he4 -2ahc4 + (ah+ 1)oc4 - (h 2 -ah+ I)fd4 =0.

Thus, the second fundamental tensor hc4 has three constant eigenvalues h,
a + Va 2 - ah - 1 because a and h are both constant. But, since the eigenvalues of h C4 are real and the discriminant of a 2 -ah-I is positive, we find
a 2 - ah -1 = O. Hence the hypersurface has two distinct constant principal
curvatures a and k.
According to Theorem A, we have
If a complete hypersurface of a complex projective space admits
an infinitesimal parallel and normal variation which preserves
THEOREM.

f/h e4 +h/ fe 4 = 2afc4 ,
then it is a geodesic hypersphere.
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